
Now you can perform Complete Alignments on
heavy duty, customizable, American-made 
four post lifts from Bee Line.

The new line of truck lifts are available for shops that want
the best of both worlds: A quality heavy duty four post lift
for general truck maintenance and repair AND the ability
to perform complete truck alignments, in the same bay, on
the same machine!   When teamed with a Bee Line
Computer Alignment equipment, these lifts allow a shop
to take all alignment measurements including toe, rear
tracking, camber, caster and king pin inclination while the
truck is on the lift.  PLUS, these lifts allow you to make
corrections to all alignment angles with live readings on
the Bee Line alignment computer.  

The lifts can be customized to handle several environ-
ments. Models range in length from 15 ft. long to 46 ft.
long which can handle the smallest light duty truck to large
heavy duty city buses.  Minimum bay requirements range
from a width of 15 feet and a depth of 26 feet to a width
of 22 feet and a depth of 52 feet.   Lifting capacities range
from 10,000 pounds to 60,000 pounds.  There is simply a
perfect size available for every shop setting.

If your shop needs the versatility and convenience of a
customizable four post lift, look no further than the out-
standing new line from Bee Line. 

The vehicle can be raised to a convenient work
height with easy access underneath.

Front end alignment measurements are taken in a
matter of minutes without obstruction.
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Technicians maneuver the 406 axle correction
tooling into position to make a Camber

Adjustment.

At a convenient work height, rear Axle
Alignment measurements can also be taken and

corrected with the truck on the lift. 

Multiple Rolling Bridge Jacks can be ordered
with any lift.  Jacks are available with capaci-

ties of 12,000 lbs to 20,000 lbs.

Heavy duty caster corrections can also be per-
formed with a truck on the lift.  

The 406 features the patented Floating beam
system that has zero clearance problems under

the lift.

Front end alignment measurements and adjust-
ments are made without obstruction.  the

LC7000W Computer Alignment System works
seamlessly with the lift .  


